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What if ALS, MS, Parkinson's, Alzheimers, Dementia, Fibromyalgia, and 
even possibly, Cancer, can be attributed to the effects of overgrowth and 
(logical but improper) migration of digestive bacteria into the 
bloodstream (Leaky Gut Syndrome) and even across the blood-brain barrier 
(Leaky Brain Syndrome) into the brain case and spinal column?  

Dr. Jay Lombard has built the next extension of Dr. Steven Gundry's 
groundbreaking work on "Leaky Gut Syndrome" and focused attention on 
Clostridium difficile as the most-likely suspect implicated in the development
of multiple so-called "autoimmune" diseases impacting millions of people 
worldwide. 

While these diseases have typically been classed as "autoimmune diseases" it 
is the inflammation of the immune system that is the common factor, and the 
cause of the inflammation has remained mysterious. 

What if, as Dr. Lombard suggests, the whole problem starts when normal gut 
bacteria go off the ranch and multiply in places they shouldn't be?  The 
bloodstream? (Leaky Gut Syndrome)  The brain? (Leaky Brain Syndrome). 

See this fascinating interview: 

https://youtu.be/ETKZS5e33VA?si=4nb5UjCuSXGKIN1Y

http://www.paulstramer.net/2023/11/modern-diseases.html
https://youtu.be/ETKZS5e33VA?si=4nb5UjCuSXGKIN1Y
https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/a/AVvXsEglxLPrxdJu_ZoOjWwWjbifNyVZ93Nq9Yu52qFIf1OD8plv6LouChYvhwfdjXLGTHJc7m3rp4Bf6E3f0sGZPyDBuzTGqRPPcpSSyOZt05qPu71dhAfEOvpE_T9M3u-VQ4y7XG69TtIompf8-UuI_XP40gYt0Nn5BLIOWJhV9JPyM7d8-yL9iJpI9VgQxlk


So far the only functional treatment is heat therapy, called Hyperthermic 
Therapy, which raises the base body temperature to a scorching 107 degrees 
Fahrenheit in an attempt (mostly successful) to kill the offending escapee 
bacteria.  

As promising as Hyperthermic Therapy may be, it's scary and somewhat 
unpleasant and dangerous for fragile patients, including the elderly.  

Thankfully, there are new frequency-based healing technologies on the 
horizon, including Dr. Robert Broe's acoustical healing table and infrared 
light healing protocols, which have been recently reviewed for our 
Assemblies, and which are safe for fragile patients--- even comatose patients 
and babies. 

All of these diseases fall into the class of "Modern Diseases"--- that is, 
diseases that were far less common or virtually unknown to prior generations 
of mankind.  

What if it can all be traced back to our equally modern diet, tampering with 
natural food sources (GMOs, petrochemical pesticides, etc.) and the over 
proliferation of gut bacteria? 
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